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The Professional Practice Series is sponsored by the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP). The series was launched in 1988 to provide industrial/organizational psychologists, organizational scientists and practitioners, human resource professionals, managers, executives, and those interested in organizational behavior and performance with volumes that are insightful, current, informative, and relevant to organizational practice. The volumes in the Professional Practice Series are guided by five tenets designed to enhance future organizational practice:

1. Focus on practice, but grounded in science
2. Translate organizational science into practice by generating guidelines, principles, and lessons learned that can shape and guide practice
3. Showcase the application of industrial/organizational psychology to solve problems
4. Document and demonstrate best industrial and organizational-based practices
5. Stimulate research needed to guide future organizational practice

The volumes seek to inform those interested in practice with guidance, insights, and advice on how to apply the concepts, findings, methods, and tools derived from industrial/organizational psychology to solve human-related organizational problems.
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Foreword

Good customer service—service that is focused on us, the customers—is all we really want when we buy our groceries, when we fly, when we go to the hospital, when we eat at a restaurant. We expect to be treated as valuable customers by everyone who sells us something—from our accountants to our waste management employees, our veterinarians to our bank tellers. In reality, the service we receive can exceed every expectation or find us feeling disappointed, dissatisfied, or worse. Some companies, agencies, and organizations excel at providing customer service; others do not. Some make it part of their culture, a core corporate value, a norm. Others don’t seem to recognize its value. This book seeks to understand customer service on many levels: what it takes to create a corporate culture that nurtures it, how it gives businesses an edge in the marketplace, and how to select and hire individuals who are ready, willing, and able to provide it to customers. Customer Service Delivery: Research and Best Practices is a practical walkthrough in the customer service arena. A very welcome book—on a topic not much studied by our profession—but which offers solutions that are based on recent research.

Larry Fogli and associates have tackled a challenging, unique, not-oft-discussed topic in the I-O community, yet one that affects us all every day. These chapters are full of advice, tips, hints, and strategies that can be applied to improve customer service. We hope this information is useful to anyone seeking to learn more about customer service from different perspectives. We know that exemplar customer service matters in organizational performance, so this volume should matter to those who create and manage organizations that rely on customer service to remain competitive. On behalf of the SIOP Professional Practice Series Editorial Board,